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“This is the first time we’ve ever been able to use real
movement data at such a high level to power our
game,” said Oliver Halbrook, FIFA Editor at EA SPORTS.
“The impact on FIFA and gaming in general is going to
be huge.” These players were chosen for their
professional status and reputation as world-class
football players, including Lionel Messi, Xavi, Diego
Maradona, Wayne Rooney, Zlatan Ibrahimovic and
Gerd Müller, among others. They will be the first
players to utilize the data-driven game engine to
power its gameplay. “Our vision is to give developers
and editors the power to explore and experiment even
further in-game,” said Mike Young, FIFA Lead Designer
at EA Sports. “The HyperMotion technology will help
make this vision become a reality.” In addition, to
address feedback from last year’s game, FIFA has
launched a brand-new Player Intelligence system that
analyzes player and team movements in-game and
offers player reactions in real time. A new set of tools
called: A.I. DEMANDS, enables players to generate
specific controls and shape the action on the pitch,
creating more chaos and variety on the field. New
Player Controls FIFA 22 introduces a set of new
controls and enhancements designed to make the
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game more intuitive and create more realistic
gameplay and situations. Pitch-side controls are
designed to intuitively guide players in and around the
pitch: this year, players can drag and drop the ball in
the air with one hand, then put the ball back into the
spot or kick it in the direction of their choice with the
other. With new Move controls, players can move
down the pitch by pulling the joystick right and left.
It’s player power on the ball: Players can gain and lose
speed in real-time, creating different levels of power
when they attack the ball and different levels of
fatigue when they stop and stay in one spot. On the
defense, players can push the ball up the pitch with
new techniques such as: Kick and Push, which are
used to get closer to the ball; dribble and slide, which
allows players to control the direction of their run; and
Trap, which is used to trap the ball against the player’s
body as they are moving in an attempt to gain
distance.
Features Key:
FIFA 02's True Player Motion Technology will redefine the playing experience as never before,
requiring you to anticipate the next move, real-time.
IMPACT Engine: aim for the top of the stats chart – and use a moving target to earn the
ultimate rewards.
New game modes – live out the dream of being an owner, manager or player, and play in
leagues you’ve already created.
Transfer Market: complete your team’s starting line-up with dynamic, real-time transfers.
Create your Ultimate Team squad from the widest range of real-world and fantasy football
players and learn the game the way you want.
Look to the past - select the greatest players from around the world to assemble your
ultimate team of legends.
Play live - choose from 3 on-disc or physical or online/network play modes
CONTROL YOUR PICTURE
Automatically hide your picture to save space on your PS3 home screen.
How good is your team? Use the PS3 system’s multiplayer rating system to assess
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your competition. You’ll also be able to compare your stats to the global leaderboard.
See your true skill level by comparing your stats to the PlayStation.Blog
leaderboard, with millions of other players.
Connect to your PlayStation Network Account and see your results in the
leaderboard: the top 50 players on the world leaderboard, and your friends
Check out your history by selecting Manage History at the end of a game.
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FIFA: The Greatest Game Ever Played™
returns. Only FIFA delivers the
authenticity and depth of gameplay, spirit,
and emotion of real football. Players now
control every aspect of their game – how
they dribble, pass, shoot, and compete. As
the greatest football athlete of all time,
you make the key plays. Every real
football moment is here, from the battle
for a header, to the magical moment of
goal-scoring. No matter what position you
play, you can express yourself. Players
now control every aspect of their game –
how they dribble, pass, shoot, and
compete. Enjoy every football moment.
Create immersive, dynamic and
immersive 360-degree stadiums across
single and multiplayer with improved
lighting, crowds and stadium design. Use
real stadiums and crowd effects, and
choose from a new scenery pack of
stunning stadiums and supporters. Enjoy
every football moment. Break every tackle
with improved AI and physics. Feel the
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game closer to real football. Enjoy every
football moment. Powered by Football
Embrace new real-world rules and
regulations on pitches across the globe.
Enhanced Player Impact Engine (PIE) with
context-sensitive goalkeepers and players
targeting AI builds the game in your
hands. Real-life transition to Hybrid Mode
that brings the benefit of PIE in all four
real-world playing conditions. Rework
gameplay with advanced new camera
modes, improved Skill Shots, and real-life
camera angles. Enjoy every football
moment. Set the standard for real football
accuracy and authenticity on the pitch.
Control the direction and trajectory of
shots. Every shot is measured and is
calculated in real-time based on your
speed and arm reach. Enjoy every football
moment. Legendary Player Control every
aspect of the game, from passing and
shooting to the step-overs, dribbling, and
the technique to clear the ball. Go for a
new look with iconic player models and
clothing, and a new level of storytelling in
in-game stories, and appearances. Enjoy
the new Player Xtra - online challenges
and unlockables. Enjoy every football
moment. On Pitch Experience Enjoy every
football moment. Classic Themes Enjoy
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every football moment. Experience FIFA in
iconic stadiums from around the world.
Play your club’s home stadium. Develop
your club to the top of the table.
bc9d6d6daa
Fifa 22

Build a squad from a wide variety of realworld and fantasy players. Create a
legendary team from the world’s best
players in FIFA Ultimate Team. The First
Season – Players return from a short
offseason and enter the new season with
new abilities, new ways of playing, and
new clubs. The First Season makes the
return of FIFA and football in the FIFA
franchise exciting and fresh. EA SPORTS™
FIFA 19 - The game features a new
camera angle, a new ball control system,
new skills, new player attributes, and
more, plus all new realistic 3D stadiums
with crowd animations. EA SPORTS™ FIFA
20 – FIFA 20 features the newest FIFA
rendition. The gameplay system includes
new dynamic camera angles and a new
ball that is easier to control than ever
before. EA SPORTS™ FIFA 19 – FIFA 19 is
the most comprehensive football
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experience ever with more than 350
leagues and competitions, 22
International teams, completely new FIFA
DNA technology and improvements to a
number of gameplay systems, including
shooting, passing, dribbling and ball
physics, all supported by the brand new
Dynamic Atmosphere™. EA SPORTS™ FIFA
18 – FIFA 18 returns to the pitch with
improved gameplay, more ways to play,
refined gameplay systems, and the
biggest pitch in FIFA history – all
supported by the brand-new Dynamic
Atmosphere™. FIFA 18 features 4K/HDR
graphics, upgraded player models, and
the new Player Impact Engine™, which
helps you feel the force of every strike,
pass, and tackle. EA SPORTS™ FIFA 17 –
FIFA 17 is packed with new ways to play,
more ways to score, refined gameplay
systems, and Dynamic Atmosphere™.
FIFA 17 features 4K/HDR graphics,
upgraded player models and ball physics,
and the brand-new Player Impact
Engine™. EA SPORTS™ FIFA 16 – FIFA 16
builds on the success of FIFA 15 with the
brand-new Player Impact Engine™, which
makes every tackle, pass and shot feel
more realistic and physical than ever
before, and the brand-new Player
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Trajectory System™, which makes every
run, pass and shot easier to control and
more realistic than ever before. FIFA 16 is
the biggest game on the planet with over
250 officially licensed clubs, 500
international teams, and 24 official
stadiums. RECOMMENDED GAMES Devil
May Cry 5 Comprised of different
characters in a single world, where
anything can
What's new in Fifa 22:
New intro logo – New and improved 3D logo
for EA SPORTS FIFA
Graphical overhaul of pitch animations –
More realistic pitch interactive animations.
Now the game breathes.
Highlights Match and Simulation replays
from the world cup
Official Ball-o-Tron 4000 heads up display
Fan Vote Pro? of the Year awards at the
World Cup
New Match Prediction Visualisation that
gives you more information about the
outcome of a match in Real-time
New macro camera angle featuring HD
match presentation with up to 16 camera
angles to choose from
Improved performance - Lowered CPU usage
during gameplay for improved stability.
Smarter Attacking AI - Players are more
aware of where their teammates are now.
They build more off of movement, more
aware of where teammates are moving.
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More opportunistic, and thus better
possession management.
Human-like, fluid movement – Player
animations are more fluid, non-bulky.
Football Manager Lite – Usability
improvements and fixes.
Change control – Caps can be switched
off/on in-game. Play to your skill.
Gameplay and Integrity – Competition and
integrity developer modes, impact of
excessive off-sides.
Competition overview – Enter match
competitions, review your challenges, and
even arrange your own. Now.
Create, real-world team plays. You can do all
this and more…
Ingame Club Championship - Featuring over
50 clubs, leagues and competitions from
over 36 countries.
World Player Search - Find the best player
using online search with over 50 fields to
search by.
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New Ideas: That smooth flowing
defending that makes for a more
open game? Well EA have taken
notice and added a sweeping
mechanic for defensive players,
they’ll perform a sliding tackle from
any angle to snuff out any attacking
ambitions. The idea is to make to
knock on effect in the game more
open, adding to the flow of the game
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and helping the team’s main man hug
more opponents. A new game
mechanic that I bet you’ve only seen
in FIFA, the new X: Ratio – Powerful,
well placed positioning that can lead
to scoring or stopping attacks
Vantage – Tiered player ratings based
on position and ability Both work
together as the Vantage rating
determines the Zones that a player
falls into, giving that X:BAB score, as
well as the length and power of your
player’s pass. Alongside these two
new features, a brand new defensive
tackling mechanic, the side step,
defenders will be able to execute a
staggering move to break away with
the ball. Another new feature is the
wall, the concept is very similar to
that of wall passes, but with far less
animation if you want to kick a wall
pass. On top of all this EA are looking
to further raise the bar by looking to
bring in the passing element, players
can now move their passing options
around the pitch, increasing player’s
ability to be positioned on a more
amenable angle. You also get to
choose your defensive lines in the
dribbling and shooting modes, with
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players now being able to attack and
defend in unison. This is the dribbling
mode, where you get to attack from
any angle you wish and the
opposition will have to keep up with
you, if you play your cards right you
can get in on goal or shoot the goal,
but if they have the run of the pitch
they can play you off the ball. To add
to this, a brand new engine has been
put in place, boasting up to three
times the simulation speed and over
10 times the physics when compared
to the engine used in FIFA 21, with
team fatigue being taken into
account to improve the weight of
matches. That smooth flowing
defending that makes for a more
open game? Well EA have taken
notice and added a sweeping
mechanic for defensive players,
they’ll perform a sliding tackle from
any angle to snuff out any
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Start the game and enjoy the latest and
greatest EA SPORTS™ FIFA.

System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Minimum Requirements: OS:
Windows XP Processor: Intel®
Pentium® 4 CPU 3.2GHz (Core Duo 2
CPU 2.4GHz or equivalent) Memory: 1
GB RAM Graphics: Intel® GMA X4500
/ NVIDIA® GeForce® GTS 450 / ATI
Radeon™ Xpress 200 or equivalent
DirectX: Version 9.0c Network:
Broadband Internet connection
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible
sound card Additional Notes: Screen
resolution 1280x800 or higher
Required
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